
SmartOrders Script 

Title: Elevate Your Business with SmartOrders 

Introduction 
You: Good [morning/afternoon], [Client's Name]. I hope you're doing well. I wanted to take a 
moment to introduce you to an opportunity that can truly elevate your business operations and 
efficiency. Have you heard about our SmartOrders technology?


Client's Response

Client: No, I haven't. What is it?


Benefits and Features

You: Great question! SmartOrders is a cutting-edge solution designed to enhance your bar or 
restaurant's efficiency, creating a seamless ordering / inventory experience and increasing rev-
enue. Imagine a system that streamlines your order-taking process and provides valuable in-
sights to help you make informed decisions. Here's what it can do for you:


• Ordering Process: With SmartOrders, you can place all alcohol orders through this plat-
form — this is for liquor, beer, wine and packaged products. This eliminates the need for 
manual order entry, saving you time and reducing the risk of errors. 

• Enhanced Efficiency: By connecting directly with distributors, you can receive real-time 
updates on availability, order status and delivery times. This ensures you always have the 
right products on hand, minimizing out-of-stocks and off-day deliveries, and reduces ex-
tra holding costs of product. 

• Optimized Inventory Management: SmartOrders keeps track of your inventory levels 
and automatically generates orders based on historical data and real-time consumption. 
Once reviewed and approved by you, this helps you maintain optimal stock levels and 
avoid overstocking or running out of essential items. 

• Data-Driven Insights: The platform provides valuable insights into your ordering pat-
terns, allowing you to make informed decisions about your inventory and menu offerings. 
This data-driven approach can lead to increased profitability and customer satisfaction. 

• Seamless Integration: Our team will guide you through the integration process, ensuring 
that SmartOrders seamlessly integrates with your existing systems. We provide compre-
hensive training and ongoing support to guarantee a successful transition.  
 

Overcoming Objections:

Client: This sounds interesting, but I'm concerned about the implementation process.


You: I completely understand your concern. We've designed the implementation process to be 
as smooth as possible. Our dedicated team will be there every step of the way, providing train-
ing and support to ensure a seamless transition. We've helped bars and restaurants of every 
size successfully integrate SmartOrders into their operations.




Call to Action:

You: [Client's Name], imagine the convenience for your customers and the boost in efficiency 
for your staff. With SmartOrders, you'll be at the forefront of technology-driven ordering and 
inventory. I'd love to set up a demonstration to show you exactly how SmartOrders can work 
for your establishment. When would be a good time for you to see it in action?

 
Client: That sounds intriguing. I'm open to a demonstration.


You: Wonderful! I'll arrange a demo at your convenience. You're going to love what Smart-
Orders can do for your business. Thank you!


